From: Nancy Love [mailto:nglove@umich.edu]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 1:23 PM
To: Marc Edwards
Subject: Hope you are doing ok
Hi Marc: No need to respond. Just reaching out to say that I hope you are doing ok with all that is going on with
the Flint water crisis. I have listened to your various interviews and just saw the Time magazine cover and was
recalling what you went through with the Washington DC crisis. I know you are putting your all into helping to
both amplify and resolve this crisis and there are so many people who want to thank you for that (myself
included), but I also recall how the Washington DC incident affected your health significantly. I hope you are able
to take care of yourself to avoid a repeat. Just wanted you to know I'm thinking about you, and if there is
anything I can do to help then just let me know what it is.
I've been following this since last summer and used it as part of my ethics module in ENG 100 this past fall. I am
in Europe this week and it is a global story. I've not tried to insert myself since there are others, such as Lut and
yourself who can offer more technical expertise to the problem, but once the point‐of‐use filters were handed
out last week, they are nearly the same as those that Terri Olson and I have been studying the last few years. We
want to share our knowledge about microbial water quality issues that can crop up so the filters are managed
correctly and don't cause a secondary problem. But, the priority is getting out the lead. Along those lines, you
should be hearing soon from the Michigan team, which Lut is coordinating.
Take care,
Nancy
Nancy G. Love, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE
Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Fellow: Water Environment Federation; International Water Association; Association of Environmental
Engineering and Science Professors
University of Michigan
183 EWRE Building
1351 Beal Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Voice: (734) 763-9664
nglove@umich.edu
http://envbiotech.engin.umich.edu/
Twitter: @Love_H20
From: Marc Edwards <edwardsm@vt.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 12:59 PM
To: 'Nancy Love' <nglove@umich.edu>
Subject: RE: Hope you are doing ok
Great! Thanks…yes, it is crazy. If you want to write a blurb on the filters we can post it, but it would need to be very
centered, because people are worried about everything right now….if it is normal problem it is almost like we do not want
to discuss, because they are even afraid to bath or use the filters to remove the lead. The system has completely failed
them.
Best Regards,
Marc
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From: Nancy Love [mailto:nglove@umich.edu]
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2016 10:03 AM
To: Zervos, Marcus <MZERVOS1@hfhs.org>
Cc: Shawn Patrick McElmurry <s.mcelmurry@wayne.edu>; Paul Evan Kilgore <paul.kilgore@wayne.edu>; Matthew Wayne
Seeger <matthew.seeger@wayne.edu>; Laura Sullivan <lsulliva@kettering.edu>; Susan Masten <masten@egr.msu.edu>
Subject: Re: Latest from FWICC

We need to move forward and if state changes their mind now after having known the filters were part of the study for
many months, then I will be prepared to state what happened publicly. I have been asked dozens of times for interviews
about Flint and have turned them all down until i had data to discuss. I will be ready to give interviews if we are not
supported by the state to do the scientifically appropriate work we are trying to do.
Nancy

Subject:RE: Latest from FWICC
Date:Mon, 15 Aug 2016 15:00:07 +0000
From:Shawn Patrick McElmurry <s.mcelmurry@wayne.edu>
To:Nancy Love <nglove@umich.edu>, Zervos, Marcus <MZERVOS1@hfhs.org>
CC:Paul Evan Kilgore <paul.kilgore@wayne.edu>, Matthew Wayne Seeger <matthew.seeger@wayne.edu>, Laura
Sullivan <lsulliva@kettering.edu>, Susan Masten <masten@egr.msu.edu>
I’m prepared to try and incorporate as much of this into the NIH project as possible as well. More soon.
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From: Nancy Love [mailto:nglove@umich.edu]
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2016 12:17 AM
To: Strockbine, Nancy (CDC/OID/NCEZID) <nas6@cdc.gov>
Cc: Karwowski, Mateusz P. (CDC/OID/NCEZID) <ydh4@cdc.gov>; Shawn Patrick
McElmurry<s.mcelmurry@wayne.edu>; Terese Olson <tmolson@umich.edu>; Paul Evan
Kilgore <paul.kilgore@wayne.edu>; Matt Seeger <matthew.seeger@wayne.edu>; Garcia,
George <gagarcia@med.umich.edu>; masten@egr.msu.edu
Subject: Request for assistance with critiquing our analysis of samples from Flint
Dear Dr. Strockbine:
>>>>>Deleted Text: Complete text will be provided in Blog 5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
RAPID grant for Flint is focused on identifying best management practices for using the filters, and the frequency that
cartridges should be replaced (assuming it could be more frequent than manufacturer recommendations) based on both
microbiological and chemical data. We considered the changes in microbial composition across the filters as part of our
assessment. It was in the process of doing this analysis that we obtained results that indicated the possible presence of
Shigella in the water.
Independent of the shigellosis outbreak in Flint, we had detected possible Shigella or E. coli through a high level
biomolecular screen (16S Illumina sequencing) in some samples from our July sampling events. The levels were extremely
low and below what we would normally consider significant. In fact, in discussing the results with a bioinformatics expert, his
assessment was that the samples could represent contamination at the core lab that ran our samples (in case samples were
run before ours that included human fecal waste and some residual DNA interfered with our run). Nevertheless, the
presence surprised us since we never saw that taxa in all our Ann Arbor-based samples. We also have very significant
Enterobacteriacae hits (up to 21% relative abundance in one sample) that we have not yet evaluated by PCR as we have
focused our time on the Shigella/E. coli hits (and we never detected Enteroacteriacae in Ann Arbor water either). Given the
shigellosis outbreak in Flint and the high abundance of contamination risk factors from an infrastructure perspective, we felt
obligated to further assess these samples using more targeted analyses.
>>>>>Deleted Text>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
We would be happy to set up a webinar with you, appropriate members of your lab, and our team, and give you a
presentation of our results. I believe we could do this as early as this Friday morning. We prefer to keep this a highly
technical discussion, after which we will share our results with the city, public health officers in Michigan involved in this case,
and community organizers to frame how to discuss results with the homeowners whose homes we sampled.
We thank you, in advance, for your assistance.
Nancy
Nancy G. Love, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE
Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Adjunct Professor, Addis Ababa University Institute of Biotechnology, Ethiopia
Fellow: Water Environment Federation; International Water Association; Association of Environmental Engineering and
Science Professors
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From: Shawn McElmurry [mailto:s.mcelmurry@wayne.edu] Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 12:39 PM
To: Marc Edwards <edwardsm@vt.edu>
Cc: Nancy Love <nglove@umich.edu>; Paul Kilgore <paul.kilgore@wayne.edu>
Subject: Quick phone call before Jan 10th meeting
Hey Marc, Happy New Year!
I’m interested in talking with you before the Jan. 10 meeting. I know right before the holiday’s you reached out asking if I
would be comfortable joining you in saying the water in Flint was greatly improved. I would like to share with you why I
was hesitant to say this and continue to have questions. Could we talk sometime before Monday at noon? Weekend is ok
too.
th

I’d like to keep this small but would like to have Paul and Nancy join me for the call.
Thanks,
Shawn
Shawn P. McElmurry, Ph.D., P.E.
Associate Professor
Wayne State University
Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering
2158 Engineering Building
5050 Anthony Wayne Dr.
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Phone: 313-577-3876
Fax: 313-577-3881

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐After Phone Call‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: Marc Edwards <edwardsm@vt.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 12:43 PM
To: 'Pruden‐Bagchi, Amy' <apruden@vt.edu>
Subject: Phone call
She is just gung ho that the regrowth is a serious drawback of filters‐‐ any attempt to reason with her is pointless.
I asked her to consider speaking with you about regrowth.
She thought that Flint was the only place POU was significantly installed…..hopefully, I corrected that, but I am not sure she
even heard that to be honest.
Spewed about multi‐barrier and compromised system, and I could not even get a word in edge wise about that.
Nancy at her worst.
Marc
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From: Marc Edwards [mailto:edwardsm@vt.edu]
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 6:02 PM
To: Shawn McElmurry <s.mcelmurry@wayne.edu>; apruden@vt.edu
Subject:
Shawn,
POU end of faucet filters are very commonplace and many of them are carbon block.
The best estimate I have is that they are installed in about ¼ of US homes. They are sold in virtually every big
box hardware store and wal-mart in the country.
Have been for decades.
All of them have some effectiveness for cyst and microbial, the only question is whether they meet certification
or not.
5 log increase in bacteria in such filters after stagnation regrowth are commonplace.
I can also tell you over the years, that it is not uncommon to get a million cfu/mL in parts of a system with low
chlorine residual and a galvanized iron pipes.
No distribution system monitoring sites would ever use a site with a galvanized iron service for that very
reason.
Was there any other specific references or insights that you wanted?
Marc
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